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.
We show how the maple package diffgrob2 can be used to analyse overdetermined sys-
tems of pde. The particular application discussed here is to nd classical symmetries of
dierential equations of mathematical and physical interest. Symmetries of dierential
equations underly most of the methods of exact integration known; the use and calcula-
tion of such symmetries is often introduced at advanced undergraduate level. Examples
include cases where heuristics give incomplete information or fail in the integration of
the determining equations for the group innitesimals. The ideas presented here are
thus an alternative method of attacking this important problem. The discussion is at a
\hands on" level suitable as resource material for undergraduate instruction.
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1. Introduction
\One of the more remarkable achievements of [Marius Sophus] Lie was the discov-
ery that the majority of the known methods of integration of ordinary dierential
equations, which seemed up to that time articial and internally disconnected,
could be derived in a unied manner using the theory of groups." (.Ibragimov,
1992)
In recent times, there has been tremendous interest in the work of Lie, its generalisa-
tions [cf. .Clarkson (1994) and references therein], history [cf. .Bluman and Kumei (1989),
.Hawkins (1994), .Olver (1993)], applications, and the implementation of the algorithms
to nd Lie symmetries of dierential equations in computer algebra [see, for example,
.Hereman (1994) and references therein].
Symmetry groups have several dierent applications in the context of nonlinear dier-
ential equations [for further details see, for example, .Bluman and .Kumei .(1989) or .Olver
.(1993) and the references therein]:
Derive new solutions from old solutions. Applying the symmetry group of a dierential
equation to a known solution yields a family of new solutions (quite often interesting
solutions can be obtained from trivial ones).
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Integration of odes. Symmetry groups of odes can be used to reduce the order of the
equation (such as to reduce a second order equation to rst order).
Reductions of pdes. Symmetry groups of pdes are used to reduce the total number of
dependent and independent variables (for example, reduce a pde with two inde-
pendent and one dependent variable to an ode).
Classication of equations. Symmetry groups can be used to classify dierential equa-
tions into equivalence classes.
Asymptotics of solutions of pdes. Since solutions of pdes asymptotically tend to so-
lutions of lower-dimensional equations obtained by symmetry reduction, some of
these special solutions will illustrate important physical phenomena. Furthermore
exact solutions arising from symmetry methods can often be eectively used to
study properties such as asymptotics and \blow-up".
Numerical methods and testing computer coding. Symmetry groups and exact solutions
of physically relevant pdes are used in the design, testing and evaluation of nu-
merical algorithms; these solutions provide an important practical check on the
accuracy and reliability of such integrators.
Classical symmetries of dierential equations are found in practice by a two-step pro-
cess. The rst involves nding the determining equations for the innitesimals of the
group action. These determining equations form an overdetermined, linear system of
pdes. The second step involves integrating this system. The rst step is entirely algo-
rithmic, and has been implemented in all the commercial symbolic manipulation lan-
guages. An excellent survey of the dierent packages presently available and a discussion
of their strengths and applications is given by .Hereman (1994). The second step involves
heuristic integration procedures which are largely successful, but not infallible. Often,
the overdetermined systems to be solved are simple, and heuristic integration is both
fast and eective. However, there are three areas where heuristics can break down.
Arbitrary parameters and functions. If the pde whose symmetries are sought involve
arbitrary parameters, or more generally, arbitrary functions, heuristics usually yield
the general solution, and miss those special cases of the parameters and arbitrary
functions where additional symmetries exist.
Termination. Heuristic algorithms are not guaranteed to terminate, and may become
trapped in innite loops for some examples.
Too dicult to solve. The system may not be solvable by the heuristic. The heuristic
will then attempt to represent the general solution in terms of functions satisfying
certain conditions, but may give up before a useful representation is obtained.
In recent years, implementations of algorithms designed to compute the integrability
conditions of an overdetermined system, going back to .Riquier (1910) and .Janet .(1929)
have appeared [ .Schwarz (1992), .Topunov (1989)], while adaptations of Gro¨bner basis-
type algorithms to dierential systems have also been implemented [ .Manseld .(1993),
.Reid and .Wittkopf .(1993), .Pankrat’ev (1989)]. These algorithms are also being imple-
mented as subroutines in the new breed of heuristic integration packages, either partially
or completely [ .Sherring and Prince (1993), .Wolf and Brand (1993)]. Such algorithms can
signicantly improve the ease of integration, or approximate integration by power series
solutions, of overdetermined systems. With one exception, these implementations use
a default ordering determined primarily by total degree, the traditional application of
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nding power series solutions requiring this. But total degree orderings are not the only
possibility. Indeed, as we show here, other orderings can be far more eective, leading to
integration schemes similar to that of solving a linear system by nding its echelon form.
Several of the implementations can handle only linear systems. However, the \classica-
tion problem" for classical symmetries (see Section 4.3) requires the analysis of nonlinear
systems. Even packages designed to handle orthonomic systems, those systems that need
be linear only in their leading derivative terms, can run into trouble if conditions obtained
en route are not solvable (algebraically) for their leading derivative term.
Not only do independently programmed packages provide useful checks on each other,
but they are written from dierent points of view. For example, the Reid-Wittkopf pack-
age, which can handle orthonomic systems, has implemented strategies designed to reduce
expression swell for large linear systems. In this paper, we discuss the use of the dier-
ential package diffgrob2 [ .Manseld (1993)] written in maple [.Char et al. (1991)] and
available by anonymous ftp. The package diffgrob2 was written to handle general non-
linear systems of polynomial type, to have a wide range of specialized orderings easily
available, and to be used interactively if necessary. All processes are \polynomial"; there
is no division by potentially important constraints. Various functional dependency types
are available, mostly adapted to symmetry reduction calculations. The output is printed
on the screen in TEX notation, for ease of reading, and the manual, which is extensive,
contains many examples.
The rationale behind using diffgrob2 is to nd the easiest integration problem equiva-
lent to the given one. The algorithms implemented are based on Buchberger’s algorithm
for a Gro¨bner basis of a polynomial ideal (cf. .Buchberger, 1985). Special cases of the
parameters or arbitrary functions for which extra solutions exist are found, and the algo-
rithms are guaranteed to terminate. The output can be used to obtain a representation
of the general solution that is, in some sense, simplest. The drawback of the algorithms
is their complexity, and intermediate expression swell. However, these are also problems
with integration heuristics, which can suer from blowout in the number of functions of
integration and the subsidiary conditions they satisfy. There are still systems that are
eectively intractable by either dierential algebra or integration heuristics, since even in
the so-called \triangulation" output by diffgrob2, the equations are too hard to solve.
In this event, one can use the output of such algorithms to generate convergent power
series solutions (.Reid, .1991a), to calculate the structure of the Lie algebra of the symme-
tries ( .Reid, .1991b), or to calculate the dimension of the symmetry group (.Reid, .1991a;
.Schwarz, .1992).
The application of Gro¨bner basis ideas and calculations to systems of dierential equa-
tions, as discussed in this article, is not the only such application. For example, one can
view linear systems as being in the Weyl algebra, and then a non-commutative Gro¨bner
basis calculation is necessary. More generally, one can write the system as polynomials in
generators of Lie algebras of operators, and then Gro¨bner basis calculations in algebras
of solvable type can be performed ( .Kandri-Rody and Weispfenning, 1990). A review of
these and related ideas can be found in .Mora (1994, Sections 8 and 10.4), and references
therein). Further, one can refer the system of pdes to a so-called moving frame of rst
order linear operators, which do not form in general a Lie algebra, but in which the
calculations appear similar ( .Lisle, 1992).
In this article, we examine how the calculations of diffgrob2 proceed and what the
output implies for the solution of the given system. A short discussion of the underlying
mathematics is given in Section 3. This is at a \hands-on" level, suitable for under-
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graduate resource material. The examples, given in Section 4, show that the package
diffgrob2 is a good alternative method of analysing overdetermined systems of pdes
when heuristics either fail or give incomplete information.
The determining equations for all examples in this article were calculated using the
macsyma program, symmgrp.max (Champagne et al., 1991), and were converted into the
internal syntax of diffgrob2 using max2dg, a procedure provided with diffgrob2.
2. Motivating Questions and Examples
In this section, we examine the processes involved on a very simple system, the deter-
mining equations for classical symmetries of Burgers’ equation,
ut = uxx − uux: . (2.1)
2.1. an intuitive calculation
To nd classical symmetries of some pde, we take an innitesimal transformation of
the form,
x 7! x+ (x; t; u) +O(2)
t 7! t+ (x; t; u) +O(2)
u 7! u+ (x; t; u) +O(2)
and then use the Lie algorithm [see for example, .Olver (1993)] for determining those ,
 and  which map the solution space of the equation to itself. For Burgers’ equation,
(2.1), this yields an overdetermined set of linear pdes for ,  and , namely,
u = 0; (2.2)
x = 0; . (2.3)
u = 0; (2.4)
uu = 0; . (2.5)
t − 2x = 0; . (2.6)
ux − xx + t = 0; (2.7)
−ux + 2xu − − xx + t = 0: . (2.8)
The usual heuristic for integrating this system would involve solving the simplest equa-
tions as far as possible, that is, writing  = f1(t),  = f2(x; t),  = uf3(x; t)+f4(x; t) and
substituting these into the remaining equations. One can then read o the coecients of
the powers of u to obtain conditions on the fi. The heuristic would then be applied to
these new equations.
We propose an alternate method. First we notice, looking at (2.3) and (2.6), that
x = 0; t − 2x = 0 =) xx = 0:
The result is obtained by cross-dierentiating the two equations to yield two equations
for xt which is then eliminated. Consider next the equations (2.5) and (2.8). If we cross-
dierentiate these to eliminate a xuu term, we obtain, using xx = 0 and u = 0,
u + x = 0:
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Reducing the condition (2.8) with respect to the two new conditions, that is, eliminating
the xu term using u = −x and then using xx = 0, we obtain
− ux + t = 0;
so that we have solved for . Using this condition for  in all remaining determining
equations, we obtain one new condition, namely,
tt = 0:
Collecting all conditions given or obtained together and simplifying, we have obtained
by the use of simple dierential algebra an equivalent system, with the same analytic
solution,
xx = 0; tt = 0; u = 0;
x = 0; t − 2x = 0; u = 0;
+ ux − t = 0:
This equivalent system is far simpler to solve than the original one. Indeed, one can
immediately write down the solution. Further, it is clear that a symbolic manipulation
package can be coded to do the cross-multiplications and reductions, which is precisely
what diffgrob2 does do.
From the above discussion, we can see that we need some method to tell the program
which derivative term in each equation should be chosen to be eliminated in a cross-
dierentiation. These derivative terms are called the highest derivative terms (HDTs).
Similarly, in the simplication or reduction process, reduction is always carried out using
the highest derivative terms of the conditions eecting the reduction. Suppose we wish
to reduce a condition f with respect to the condition g. Then any derivative term in f
of the form D(HDT(g)) is removed by subtracting a suitable multiple of D(g). One
may multiply f by polynomial expressions in the independent variables in order to avoid
denominators: just as 3x+ 6y is regarded as the same algebraic expression as x+ 2y, so
2uxu− 2ut is regarded as the same dierential expression as xu−t. This is not only
because such factors do not alter the general solution space, but indeed, cannot be zero
without requiring the derivative terms to be re-interpreted; constraints on the indepen-
dent variables typically cause dimensional reductions in the system under consideration.
For systems with arbitrary parameters, it is necessary to assume that any factors involv-
ing such parameters are non-zero (see Example 4.1.1). The package diffgrob2 does not
divide by anything non-numerical, so possibly important constraints on any parameters
become evident. Moreover, whenever a condition is multiplied by some expression in or-
der to eect a reduction, that expression is placed into a set which can be displayed after
the calculation is completed.
Dierent choices of highest derivative terms can be made, leading perhaps to dierent
outputs. The existence of choices means that what one wants to know is if there is some
property of the output that holds regardless of the choice? Or, is there a certain choice
that is best for a particular purpose? There are also questions of termination; is it possible
to get into an innite loop, can I guarantee termination if certain conditions are met?
Before indicating the answers to these questions, we examine in the next section the
output of diffgrob2 on the above system of determining equations, for dierent choices.
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2.2. output of diffgrob2 on the determining equations
To determine the highest derivative term in each equation, we use the following
schemes. A lexicographic ordering based on u1 < u2 <    < um and x1 < x2 <    < xn
is such that
@jjui
@x11 : : : @x
n
n
<
@jjuj
@x11 : : : @x
n
n
if ui<uj
else n<n
...
else 1<1:
A total degree ordering would rst consider the total degree of dierentiation, and would
then break ties using a lexicographic scheme. In diffgrob2, the ordering is given by
a listing of the independent and dependent variables, allvars, and a string variable,
termorder, such as lex or ttdeg. The lexicographic termordering assumes the variables
in allvars are listed in increasing order. The ttdeg termordering assumes the inde-
pendent variables, the rst list of variables in allvars, are given in decreasing order (a
traditional convention for total degree orderings).
In the following example session, we read in the determining equations, stored in mac-
syma output syntax in the le burgclode, and convert them into the internal syntax of
diffgrob2 using the procedure max2dg which comes with diffgrob2. Then, the package
is loaded. The KolRitt procedure implements the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm, in which the
reduced cross-derivative of all pairs of conditions given or obtained en route is calculated.
The complete set of formulae for this algorithm are given in the manual, see also .Clarkson
and .Manseld .(1994a). The procedure has no method for selecting the sequence of pairs
to be cross-dierentiated. Then KolRitt is called with the command,
KolRitt([system],allvars,termorder,’output name’);
It should be noted that all conditions are input and output with an implicit \= 0". The
output is automatically simplied, so that no condition reduces any other condition, is
listed in ascending order, and appears in TEX input notation. We also ask the program
to print each new condition as it is found (the info=f’shownew’g argument). The rst
termordering used is lexicographic, based on  <  <  and x < t < u.
> read burgclode: #reads in determining equations
> read ‘dgb_aux/max2dg‘: #reads syntax translation procedure
> vars:=[X,T,U]: #the independent variables
> ukns:=[XI,TAU,PHI]: #the dependent variables
> GG:=max2dg(sys,ukns,vars): #syntax translation
> #we now have the system in diffgrob2 syntax
> with(diffgrob2): #this loads the program
> KolRitt(GG,[vars,ukns],lex,’B1’,info={’shownew’});
-XI_{XX}
-XI_{TT}+2*PHI_{XX}
XI_{X}*U+PHI-XI_{T}
XI_{TTT}+U*XI_{XTT}
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XI_{XTT}
XI_{TT}
[- XI_{XX}, XI_{TT}, XI_{U}, TAU_{X}, TAU_{T} - 2 XI_{X}, TAU_{U},
XI_{X} U + PHI - XI_{T}]
It can be seen that although conditions, dierent to the intuitive calculation, were
found en route, the end result is the same as what we obtained in the previous section.
Now, consider a dierent termordering, still lexicographic, but with  <  < .
> KolRitt(GG,[vars,[TAU,XI,PHI]],lex,’B2’);
[TAU_{X}, - TAU_{TTT}, TAU_{U}, TAU_{T} - 2 XI_{X}, XI_{TT}, XI_{U},
- 2 PHI + 2 XI_{T} - U TAU_{T}]
This time, the output looks quite dierent. However, upon integration of this system,
we obtain the same solution as for the previous case, with the constants relabelled. The
\new" condition, ttt = 0, is however not \unknown" to the rst output, since the rst
output simplies it to zero, using the rst termordering of course:
ttt ! ttt − @2t (t − 2x)! xtt ! 0;
where @t  @=@t.
Finally we show the output for a total degree ordering, and again we show the new
conditions as the program nds them. The lexicographic ordering used to break ties is
based on  <  <  and u < t < x.
> KolRitt(GG,[vars,ukns],ttdeg,’B3’,info={’shownew’});
XI_{XX}
-XI_{X}-PHI_{U}
-XI_{X}*U-PHI+XI_{T}
-PHI_{X}*U-PHI_{T}+XI_{TT}
-2*U*PHI_{XT}-PHI_{TT}-U^{3}*PHI_{X}-U^{2}*PHI_{T}
PHI_{TT}+U^{3}*PHI_{X}+U^{2}*PHI_{T}
PHI_{X}*U+PHI_{T}
[XI_{U}, - XI_{X} U - PHI + XI_{T}, TAU_{U},
- 2 PHI + 2 XI_{T} - U TAU_{T}, TAU_{X},
- U PHI_{U} + PHI - XI_{T}, PHI_{X} U + PHI_{T}, XI_{TT}, PHI_{TT}]
Although the program found the condition xx = 0 along the way, it has disappeared
from the output, B3. The reason is that it reduced to zero in the nal simplication. In
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the total degree ordering, the highest derivative terms of the output conditions are, u,
x, u, t, x, u, x, tt, tt. Thus the reduction of xx = 0 is, using the output B3 just
obtained above, (the ‘= 0’s are implicit)
xx!u(xx) + @x(−ux − + t) using the second equation of B3
= −x + xt
!t + uxt using the seventh equation of B3
!t − t + tt using the second equation of B3
! 0 using the eighth equation of B3:
Thus, in some sense, the output \knows" the condition xx = 0, since it reduces it to
zero. This contrasts with the input system, which does not reduce xx = 0 to zero.
Similarly, the condition ttt = 0, found by the second choice of ordering, reduces to zero
with respect to third output.
In this case, the output obtained in the total degree ordering is not as useful for solving
the system by hand as those obtained with a lexicographic ordering. In the total degree
ordering, we have chosen to eliminate terms of the highest degree, so we are nding those
conditions of least degree that generate an equivalent system. The equivalent system
found in this ordering is useful for nding formal power series solutions that converge
to analytic solutions. Results concerning formal power series solutions of overdetermined
systems go back to .Riquier (1910), and were developed by .Janet (1929) and others. On
the other hand, with lexicographic orderings we are trying to eliminate rst , and then
one of  or  . Thus we seek, and nd, conditions purely in either  or  which are simpler
to solve exactly since they contain fewer dependent variables.
3. The Mathematics Underlying the Kolchin{Ritt Algorithm
It will be obvious to those readers familiar with Buchberger’s algorithm for a Gro¨bner
basis of a system of polynomials [see for example, .Buchberger (1985) or the textbook by
.Cox et al. (1992)], that we are calculating a dierential analogue of that algorithm, with
cross-multiplication replaced by cross-dierentiation, and algebraic reduction replaced by
dierential reduction. Indeed, one can think of systems that are linear, in one unknown
function, and with constant coecients, as polynomials in the operators @=@xi, so that
the proofs of termination and correctness of the output statement (given below) are
immediate, provided the termordering satises certain compatibility conditions, as in the
algebraic case. In .Manseld and Fackerell (1992), a more general adaptation of Gro¨bner
basis-type methods was made to nonlinear dierential systems of polynomial type. It
follows as a direct consequence of the theorems proved there that for general linear
systems one still has termination and correctness. In the next section, we discuss the
proof of termination of the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm for linear systems.
3.1. proof of termination
A termordering is a total (or linear) ordering on the set of derivative terms. In addition,
the precise conditions a termordering must satisfy to ensure termination are the following:
Dui < D
uj =) DγDui < DγDuj ; . (3.1)
Du < DγDu jγj 6= 0. (3.2)
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where
D  @
jj
@x11 : : : @x
n
n
:
Without such conditions, it is possible that reduction processes can lead to innite
loops. As an example, consider the reduction of a condition f containing a utt term, with
respect to
g1 = aux + but;
g2 = cuxx + dutt:
One might think to eliminate all t derivatives of u using g1, and all double x derivatives
using g2. Thus, we select HDT(g1) = ut and HDT(g2) = uxx. This choice of the HDT’s
is incompatible, since
HDT(g1) = ut =) ut > ux
=) uxt > uxx and utt > uxt
(by compatibility)
=) utt > uxx
=) HDT(g2) = utt
in a compatible ordering.
Using the incompatible choice, the reduction then proceeds as:
f = : : : utt : : :
! : : : uxt : : : using g1
! : : : uxx : : : using g1
! : : : utt : : : using g2
which is an innite loop.
Thus, the proof of termination of the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm comes in two parts,
(i) proof that reduction processes terminate, and
(ii) proof that the algorithm terminates.
Both parts rely on the fact that any innite sequence of multi-indices fjg  Nm has
the property that there exists an N such that for all n > N ,
n 2
N[
j=1
fj + γ j γ 2 Nmg:
This is (an early form of) Dickson’s Lemma. It follows from Dickson’s Lemma and (3.2),
that a strictly decreasing sequence of derivative terms fDjujg terminates. By taking a
subsequence if necessary, we can assume the sequence to be of the form fDjug, that is,
derivative terms in just one of the unknown functions. Then we apply Dickson’s Lemma
to the sequence, fjg.
We turn now to showing that the reduction process terminates. Suppose that the
reduction of a particular dierential equation f with respect to a set H of dierential
equations didn’t terminate, but led to an innite sequence fgjg of equations. In each
reduction step, one is eliminating from gj a term of the form DHDT(h) for some multi-
index  and some h 2 H, by subtracting a suitable multiple ofDh. (Recall HDT(h) is the
Highest Derivative Term appearing in h). By property (3.1), it must be that DHDT(h)
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is the highest derivative term of Dh, so that at every reduction step, a derivative term
in gj is being replaced by terms that are strictly less than it. By construction, it must be
that the sequence fHDT(gj)g is a decreasing sequence, and therefore there exists an N
such that for n > N , HDT(gn) = HDT(gN ) = DT1 (say). Considering now the sequence
of second highest derivative terms of members of the sequence fgj j J > Ng, which exists
by construction, we obtain similarly that this sequence becomes stationary, with some
limit DT2 strictly less than DT1. Continuing in this way, we produce a strictly decreasing
sequence fDTjg of derivative terms, which must terminate, yielding a contradiction.
Finally, turning to the termination of the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm, we have that as each
new condition is found it is reduced with respect to all conditions already known, either
given or derived. Suppose the sequence of Highest Derivative Terms of these conditions
were innite, then (by taking a subsequence if necessary) we have an innite sequence
of the form fDjug, in one of the unknown functions u say, and so by Dickson’s Lemma
there exist N , j < N and γ 2 Nm such that N = j + γ. But this contradicts the fact
that the Nth equation is reduced with respect to the jth equation.
3.2. elimination
In order to integrate systems exactly, we use elimination orderings. Eectively, we want
to see if we can reduce the integration problem to that of a succession of ODE’s, else
prove such is not possible. In any event, we seek to use diffgrob2 to nd the easiest
possible integration problem.
We now state the output property of the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm for linear systems.
This is a translation to dierential systems of the dening property of a Gro¨bner basis.
Theorem 3.1. Every condition obtainable from the linear input system , using a -
nite number of the processes, addition, dierentiation and multiplication by polynomial
expressions in the independent variables and constants, will reduce to zero with respect
to the output system G = Kolchin{Ritt(), employing the termordering used to produce
that output.
Stated more formally, we have that for a system of linear dierential equations , the
output G = Kolchin{Ritt() satises
8f 2 I(); f ! 0 with respect to G:
Thus, we speak of a dierential Gro¨bner basis for the dierential ideal I(). The situ-
ation is more complicated for nonlinear systems. For example, unless one may multiply
the expression being reduced by coecients containing derivative terms, in order to eect
the reduction, the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm will not terminate. This introduces a \margin
of error" into the theory, which are the singular integral cases. A discussion of the issues
involved can be found in the manual, and in .Manseld and Fackerell (1992).
3.2.1. statement of elimination ideal property
The translation of the elimination ideals property for Gro¨bner bases yields the following
result.
Theorem 3.2. Let a system of linear equations  depend on the dependent variables u1;
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: : : ; um and the independent variables x1; : : : ; xn. Let Ii;j be the set of all possible dier-
ential conditions in the rst j dependent variables dierentiated with respect to the rst i
independent variables only, but with coecients in all the independent variables. Let
G = Kolchin{Ritt(), calculated using a lexicographic ordering based on u1 <    < um
and x1 <    < xm.
Then G \ Ii;j generates I() \ Ii;j, possibly after removal of factors involving the
independent variables only, which are assumed to be non-zero.
In other words, we can read o those conditions obtainable from the given system 
with derivative terms involving only the rst i independent variables and the rst j
dependent variables from the output of the algorithm. Looking again at the rst two
outputs in Section 2, we see that the rst output gives conditions in  only, then  and  .
The second output displays conditions in  only, then  and  . One can integrate these
systems much as we solve a linear algebraic system by nding the echelon form of the
matrix; from the bottom up. Hence outputs calculated using a lexicographic ordering are
referred to as a \triangulation" of the system. Note that if a subsystem is not found, it
does not exist.
4. Examples
Here we show some examples where calculating the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm yields
complete solution sets, better representations of the solution sets, and nally, is used to
solve a classication problem.
Throughout this section, the innitesimals of the group action corresponding to the
independent variables are labelled i, while innitesimals corresponding to the dependent
variables are labelled j .
4.1. finding special cases
Example 4.1.1
The rst example is an ordinary dierential equation, which we have allowed to depend
on the arbitrary parameter, :
u000 = 2uu00 − (u0)2: . (4.1)
If  = 3, this equation is known as the Chazy equation, which arises in connection with
number theory (special automorphic functions), soliton theory (it is a reduction of the
self-dual Yang{Mills equations with potentials in an innite dimensional Lie algebra),
fluids (it is a reduction of the Prandtl boundary layer equations), and integrable systems
(it satises the Painleve property but has a movable natural boundary). For a fuller
discussion and references, see .Ablowitz and .Clarkson .(1991) and .Clarkson and .Olver
.(1994).
The determining equations for classical symmetries of (4.1) are, assuming  6= 0,
u = 0;
uu = 0;
u + x = 0;
xxx − 2xxu = 0;
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3xu − 2− 3xx − 2ux = 0;
3xxu − 4uxu + 2uxx + 2x − xxx = 0:
Then the output of the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm is, after throwing away factors in the
independent variables,
arbitrary   = 3  = −1=7
(1 + 7)( − 3)xx = 0;
u = 0;
(1 + 7)( − 3)(+ ux) = 0:
xxx = 0;
u = 0;
+ ux + 3xx = 0:
xx = 0;
u = 0;
+ ux = 0:
The output for arbitrary  clearly shows there are two special cases of the parameter 
that need to be calculated separately. It can be seen that while the case  = −1=7 is
an artifact of the calculation, the case  = 3 is dierent; more symmetries exist for that
case. Various integration heuristics found only the general case. A discussion of the Chazy
equation and its symmetries can be found in .Clarkson and Olver (1994); the integration
of the Chazy equation, which uses its symmetry group, is non-trivial.
4.2. finding a better representation of the solution set
Example 4.2.1
This example is due to .Alan Head (private communication, 1994). To obtain the clas-
sical symmetries of the following system,
vx = ut; ux = −u2vt;
which arises in hypersonics, one needs to solve the overdetermined system,
2;v + u21;u = 0;
2;u − 1;v = 0;
2;x − 1;t = 0;
1;x + u22;t = 0;
2;v − 1;x − 1;u + 2;t = 0;
1;v − 2;x + u22;u − u21;t = 0;
u22;u + 2;x + 1;v + u21;t = 0;
u2;v − u1;u + 21 + u1;x − u2;t = 0:
In this case, one integration heuristic gave back the determining equations completely
unsolved, one only a partial solution, with ve conditions on two unknown functions,
while MULIE [.Head (1993)] gave a complete solution in terms of solutions of a linear pde,
after twice moving into that part of its integration program that calculates integrability
conditions. Performing KolRitt on this system leads to the triangulation (after removing
spurious factors in the independent variables):
1;vv + 2u1;u + u21;uu = 0;
1;tv = 0; 1;t + u1;tu = 0; 1;tt = 0;
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u1;t + 1;xv = 0; 1;xu = 0; 1;xt = 0; 1;xx = 0;
2;v + u21;u = 0; 2;u − 1;v = 0; 2;tt = 0; 2;x + u21;t = 0;
1 + u1;x − u2;t = 0;
2;v = 0; 2;u + 21;t = 0; 2;t = 0; 2;x = 0:
The triangulation yields a simplest possible representation of the solution set,
1 = (−1v + 2)x+ 1t=u+ f(u; v);
2 = 1(tv − xu) + 3t+ 4 − g(u; v);
1 = 21uv + (3 − 2)u;
2 = −21 log(u) + 5;
where gv = u2fu, −gu = fv, and fvv+(u2fu)u = 0. This last equation can be transformed
to the Helmholtz equation; setting r = log(u) and f = exp(−r=2) (r; v), then  rr+ vv =
 =4.
Example 4.2.2
The second example of this section considers classical symmetries of the equation,
uuxx + u2x + 2xux + 3ux = 0:
Here, not even Head’s program obtains the complete solution set, giving  = f1(x; u),
 = u2f2(x)+f3(x), with four lengthy equations in the unknown functions, f1, f2 and f3.
Running the determining equations through the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm yields the system
(after removing spurious factors in the independent variables),
u = 0;  − xx = 0; x− 2u = 0;
showing that the only symmetry is the scaling symmetry. The Kolchin{Ritt calculation
took about 8 minutes, so was non-trivial.
4.3. classification problems
We consider the one-dimensional isoentropic gas dynamics equations (.Ovsiannikov,
.1982; .Ibragimov, .1994). This example shows those features somewhat unique to
diffgrob2; its more specialized orderings, its interactive capabilities and its ability to
handle nonlinear expressions. The system is,
t + ux + ux = 0;
Pt + uPx +A(; P )ux = 0;
(ut + uux) + Px = 0;
where P is the pressure,  the density and u the velocity. The classication problem is: for
which A do extra symmetries exist? Essentially one wants a catalogue of the symmetries
of this system for the various A. In the calculation of the symmetries of this system,
only the variables x, t, u,  and P are subject to the group action, with A present as a
\dierential coecient" in the resulting equations. Considering the determining equations
as being a system for the group innitesimals, the system is linear, but since A is really
one of the dependent variables in this system, we have a nonlinear system of pdes. The
calculation of the integrability conditions of the systems leads to tremendous expression
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swell, as does its solution by integration heuristics. The former calculation \blows" since
coecients involving derivatives of A build up, the latter because the unknown function A
leads to dicult integrations.
In the following, we show how the analysis of the system of determining equations
can be made tractable by the interactive use of diffgrob2, using an understanding of
how the Kolchin{Ritt algorithm works to guide operations. Indeed, a calculation that
failed to nish on an SGI workstation within available memory can be broken down into
pieces which complete within a couple of minutes, yielding the desired classication in
the process.
The rst step, after converting the system into the diffgrob2 syntax, is to perform
the procedure orthreduceall. This procedure reduces every equation with respect to
every other equation, but does not allow multiplication by dierential coecients in the
reductions, thus ensuring no loss of solutions. In the calculations which follow, we set
allvars = [[x; t; ; P; u]; [A]; [1; 2]; [1; 2; 3]]
and termordering to be mtdeg. This is one of the more specialized orderings available
in diffgrob2. Essentially, we eliminate ’s before ’s before A, but in choosing between
derivative terms involving functions in the same function list in allvars, we use a total
degree ordering. This ordering yields some elimination subsystems, but treats unknowns
in the same function list in allvars as \equals". Experience leads to the decision of trying
to eliminate rst the ’s, the innitesimals for the group action acting on the dependent
variables in the original system, to obtain conditions on the ’s, the innitesimals acting
on the independent variables in the original system. However, in particular cases, we do
not know, in general, a priori, in which order to eliminate the ’s with respect to each
other.
The result of orthreduceall contains the equation A2;x = 0, so assuming A 6= 0, a
case to be considered separately, we obtain
1;u = 0; 1;P = 0; 1; = 0; . (4.2)
2;u = 0; 2;P = 0; 2; = 0; . (4.3)
2;x = 0; . (4.4)
1 + 2;tu− 1;xu+ 1;t = 0; . (4.5)
AP3 + (A −A)2 + 2A2;t − 2A1;x = 0; . (4.6)
2;u = 0; (4.7)
2; +A2;P − 2 = 0; (4.8)
u2;x + 2;t + u1;xx + 1;xt = 0; (4.9)
3;u = 0; . (4.10)
2 − 3;P − 22;t + 21;x = 0; . (4.11)
3; = 0; . (4.12)
3;t − u31;xx − 2u21;xt + u22;tt
− u1;tt + uA1;xx +A1;xt = 0; . (4.13)
3;x + u21;xx + 2u1;xt − u2;tt + 1;tt = 0: . (4.14)
Thus, we have solved for 1 in equation (4.5), in terms of the ’s, and for 2 in terms
of 3, in (4.11). We choose (4.11) rather than (4.6) since the coecient of 2 is trivial; we
seek to keep the number of special cases in A to a minimum for as long as possible. Thus,
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we choose to eliminate the ’s in an elimination ordering with 3 < 2. In the conditions
(4.10), (4.12){(4.14), we have four conditions for rst order derivatives of 3, with trivial
coecients, in terms of the ’s only. It is therefore highly likely that calculating the
Kolchin{Ritt algorithm on (4.10), (4.12){(4.14), together with the rst seven equations
in the system above, will yield further conditions for the ’s that will greatly reduce the
complexity of the remaining calculations. This we do. Collecting (4.2){(4.4) and (4.10),
(4.12){(4.14) together into the set named PP, (any user-dened name will suce), we
perform KolRitt with the factor option:
KolRitt(PP,allvars,mtdeg,’WW’,strategy=f’factor’g);
The output is user-named to be WW, (the actual name is irrelevant, we name it something
so we can use it later), and we are asked which factor we want of any new condition
obtained along the way that factors. The removal of factors reduces expression swell.
Factors not containing derivative terms are irrelevant; here, we are interested in the
conditions on A that appear, namely, A, A + u2 and A + 3u2. Only the rst of these
can be zero since A does not depend on u. The result, after further simplication, yields
the new conditions,
1;tt = 0; 1;xt = 0; 1;xx = 0; 2;tt = 0;
3;t = 0; 3;x = 0:
At this point, we have obtained considerable simplication, as desired, and we know that
we need to do the cases A = 0, A = 0 separately. Next we use these newly obtained
dierential consequences, and the condition for 2, (4.11), to reduce the remaining equa-
tions. We used allvars= [[x; t; ; P; u]; [A]; [1; 2]; [1; 3]; [2]] and the mtdeg ordering.
All the remaining equations reduce to only two conditions,
3;PP = 0;
−A3;P + AP3 + 2(3;P + 22;t − 21;x)A = 0:
We could continue the Kolchin{Ritt calculation to obtain those conditions that depend
only on A, but since we have virtually solved for every other unknown, up to constants,
it is expedient to rst insert the tentative solutions for the ’s and ’s, and to reduce all
the original equations using this information. Thus, unless either A = 0 or A = 0, we
have that
1 = 1x+ 2t+ 3;
2 = 7t+ 8;
1 = (1 − 7)u+ 2;
2 = (21 − 27 + 4);
3 = 4P + 5:
Substituting these into the original determining equations, we obtain only the one con-
dition for A,
−(4P + 5)AP + (21 − 27 − 4)A + 4A = 0:. (4.15)
For general A, we must have that 4 = 5 = 1 − 7 = 0. Extra symmetries exist
provided A satises the equation. For example, if 4 = 0 we have that
A = W ( expf−2(7 − 1)P=5g);
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where W is an arbitrary function, while if we seek a solution with 4 6= 0, then we must
have that
A = −4=W
(
4=(4P + 5)

where  = 2(1 − 7)− 4 and W is an arbitrary function.
At present, there is no package available, as far as the authors are aware, that can
integrate a general linear rst order pde [but see the reduce package crack, .Wolf
(1995)]. However, the analysis of (4.15) will eectively solve the classication problem.
Separate calculations must be performed for the cases A = 0 and A = 0. The complete
catalogue is listed in .Ibragimov .(1994).
An alternative approach to the classication problem can be found in .Lisle (1992).
5. Conclusion
In this article, we have shown that the dierential algebra package diffgrob2 is useful
as an alternative method of attack for integrating overdetermined systems of pdes, and
particularly when integration heuristics either fail or give incomplete information.
There are several generalizations of the classical Lie method of symmetry reduction
for pdes to obtain special exact solutions, for example, the \nonclassical method of sym-
metry reduction" due to .Bluman and Cole (1969), and the \direct method of symmetry
reduction" due to .Clarkson and Kruskal (1989), In these two approaches, one has to solve
overdeterminined systems of nonlinear pdes for the innitesimals. Now, diffgrob2 was
written especially for nonlinear systems, and has proved eective in analysing many such
examples [see for example, .Clarkson and Manseld (1993, .1994a{c)]. While some of these
systems are amenable to \enter and press return", often one has to use the package in-
teractively to obtain the complete analysis, especially if the original pde being studied
contains arbitrary parameters or functions. Even for linear systems, however, it is an
ongoing challenge to nd strategies and termorderings, to minimize the expression swell,
that can be determined algorithmically, and thus can be implemented in a package such
as diffgrob2.
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